
Abstract

WILSON, JAMIE LEIGH. Design and Modeling of a Mars Tumbleweed Rover. (Un-
der the direction of Dr. Andre P. Mazzoleni.)

A Mars Tumbleweed Rover is a spherical, wind driven, planetary rover. Compared

with conventional rovers, a tumbleweed rover can travel further faster and gain access

to areas such as valleys and chasms that previously were inaccessible. This paper

will present results of the design, testing, mathematical modeling, and computer

simulation of a tumbleweed rover propelled by a constant wind loading over a rough

surface representing the planet’s surface. Results will show different trajectories for

specific cases where initial conditions such as mass distribution and angular velocity

are varied.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Mars Exploration

Attempts to explore Mars first began in October 1960, with an unsuccessful Soviet

Marsnik 1 flyby mission. Many other flyby missions were attempted in the years

following, with the first successful flyby completed in November 1964, by the U.S.

Mariner 4 spacecraft.

In May 1971, the Soviet Mars 3 became the first successful Mars Orbiter/Lander

mission. Although, the Lander failed about 20 seconds after touching down on the

Martian surface and the 12-day orbit achieved by the Orbiter was not the planned

25-hour obit. However, the Mars 3 Orbiter and its predecessor the Mars 2, sent

back a large volume of data as well as 60 pictures, revealing mountains, atmospheric

make-up, surface temperatures and pressures, water vapor concentrations as well as

information on the Martian gravity and magnetic fields.

The first completely successful Orbiter/Lander mission occurred with NASA’s

U.S. Viking Mission to Mars. On July 20, 1976 the Viking 1 Lander separated from

the Orbiter and touched down at Chryse Planitia. The Viking 2 Lander touched down

at Utopia Planitia on September 3, 1976. The Orbiters imaged the entire Martian

surface and were later powered down. The Viking Landers transmitted images of the

surface, took surface samples and analyzed them for composition and signs of life,
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studied atmospheric composition and meteorology, and deployed seismometers. The

Viking 2 Lander ended communications on April 11, 1980, and the Viking 1 Lander

on November 13, 1982, after transmitting over 1400 images of the two sites.

The first Lander/Rover mission was accomplished when the U.S. Mars Pathfinder

impacted the surface of Mars on July 4, 1997 and the Mars Pathfinder’s Sojourner

Rover rolled onto the Martian surface on July 5, 1997. The Mars Pathfinder mission’s

primary objective was to demonstrate the feasibility of low-cost landings on and

exploration of the Martian surface. The scientific objectives include atmospheric

entry science, long-range and close-up surface imaging, with the general objective

being to characterize the Martian environment for further exploration. The lander

and rover operated until communication was lost for unknown reasons on September

27, 1997.

Many other Mars Missions have been accomplished in the years since, with the

most well known mission being the U.S. Spirit and Opportunity Rovers arriving at

Mars in January 2004. Both Spirit and Opportunity are equipped with a number of

scientific instruments and can cover about 100 meters per day. The scientific goals

of the rover missions are to gather data to help determine if life existed on Mars,

characterize the climate of Mars, characterize the geology of Mars, and prepare for

human exploration of Mars.[1]

1.2 Rolling Dynamics Literature

A nonholonomic system is a system in which a return to the original internal config-

uration does not guarantee return to the original system position. In other words,

unlike with a holonomic system, the outcome of a nonholonomic system is path -

dependent, and the number of generalized coordinates required to represent a system

completely is more than its control degrees of freedom. Nonholonomic systems exist

in at least three cases; rolling, systems with inequality constraints and systems with

constraints on velocity. S.A. Chaplygin was one of the most well known scientists
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to analyze specific nonholonomic problems, such as a ball rolling on a rough hori-

zontal surface. A.A Kilin and J.J. Duistermaat are among many who have analyzed

and expanded on Chaplygin’s research. Kilin studied the trajectories of the point of

contact as well as the motions in the absolute space, corresponding to the different

types of motion in the moving frame of reference related to the body.[2] Duistermaat

analyzed the global dynamics of Chaplygins sphere explaining most of Chaplygin’s

results as well as new results.[3] Cantrijn unified different approaches to the con-

struction of an ’almost-Poisson’ bracket for mechanical systems with nonholonomic

constraints. This almost-Poisson structure was used to describe the phase-space dy-

namics of a nonholonomic system. Cantrijn also showed that when dealing with

nonhomogeneous constraints, Hamiltonian equations of motion cannot be expressed

in terms of the almost-Poisson bracket alone.[4] Schneider developed a method of

reducing several classes of nonholonomic mechanical systems. This method reduces

the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle to obtain a reduced constrained principle that de-

termines Euler-Poincare equations on the reduced space. The theory is demonstrated

by deriving the reduced equations of motion for several examples of rigid bodies that

roll without slipping. This method of reduction is then used as a framework to obtain

several results related to Chaplygin’s sphere.[5]

Later, N.A. Fufaer in 1984 set up the equations of motion for a ball rolling on

a rough horizontal plane, when both viscous drag and rolling resistance are present.

However, Fufaer gave only a qualitative description of the motion in the phase plane.

Two years later, M. A. Abdelkader provided the exact solution of the phase plane

differential equation in the general case when both friction and viscosity are taken

into account. These studies led to numerous others involving nonholonomic systems

and rolling dynamics.[6] Considering a ball rolling on a rotating plane, Holden and

King showed explicit solutions that determine whether the ball spirals toward, or

away from, the axis of rotation, onto a circular orbit, or onto a fixed point.[7] Later,

Borisov performed a theoretical study of the rolling motion of a dynamically non-

symmetric Chaplygin ball on an inclined plane. By changing the coordinates and
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time the equations of motion of a ball on an inclined plane were reduced to the con-

ventional equations of motion of a Chaplygin ball. Uniform motions and uniformly

accelerated rolling motions were studied and conditions for their stability were de-

rived.[8] Considering a sphere rolling over a plane with an unsteady viscous fluid

layer, Zav’yalov analyzed the equations of motion allowing for unsteady links and an

unsteady liquid layer. He then studied the motion of the sphere after the equations

of the fluid became evident from the obtained equations.[9] Fufaev, later provided a

mathematical model for describing the motions of a system with rolling, and with or

without slipping. He also provided conditions for the transition from one mode to

another.[10] That same year Liu, discussed the motion of an asymmetrical rigid body

rolling on a rough horizontal plane. He studied this nonholonomic problem assuming

rolling without slipping.[11] Sato theoretically analyzed the motion of a prismatic part

which rolls across a surface, while experiencing stiffness and viscous damping about

elastic deformation of the edges of the part and the surface. He also investigated

this motion experimentally and compared the results.[12] Hu took the mathematical

model, representing the static rolling process, and enhanced it to handle dynamic

variations exerted by roll vibrations in multiple directions. He also performed experi-

ments that verified the accuracy of his proposed dynamic model.[13] Bicchi developed

an experimental apparatus, that rolls and can reach arbitrary positions and orienta-

tions in the environment. The kinematics of the vehicle are nonholonomic and result

from the combination of the kinematics of two classical nonholonomic systems, ie.

a unicyle and a plate-ball system.[14] Bicchi later studied the set of positions and

orientations that a polyhedral part can reach by rolling on a plane through sequences

of adjacent faces. He also investigated the possible generalization of the notion of

kinematic nonholonomy to nonsmooth, discrete, and hybrid dynamical systems.[15]

Kuleshov considered the problem of the motion of a heavy rigid dynamically sym-

metric body bounded by a surface of revolution over a fixed horizontal plane without

sliding. The equations of motion are known to have, not only an energy integral,

but two first integrals linear in quasivelocity. Kuleshov provided the explicit form
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of these integrals under certain conditions for the surface of the moving body and

its mass distribution.[16] Salazar analyzed the horizontal motion of a sphere subject

to slipping frictional forces and rolling and pivoting frictional torques. He studied

this motion as a result of being struck by a tapering rod, such as a billiard cue. He

also provided certain conditions such as the initial value of angular velocity and their

effects on the motion.[17]

Two cases are important when considering rotational motion: rolling with and

without slipping. To roll without slipping the point of contact of the sphere or disk

must have as instantaneous velocity of zero. Friction is the resistance to the sliding,

rolling, or flowing motion of an object due to its contact with another object. Rolling

friction is caused primarily by the interference of small indentations formed as one

surface rolls over another. A rolling wheel for expample, requires a certain amount

of friction so that the point of contact of the wheel with the surface will not slip.

The amount of traction which can be obtained for an auto tire is determined by the

coefficient of static friction between the tire and the road. If the wheel is locked and

sliding, the force of friction is determined by the coefficient of kinetic friction and is

usually significantly less. Kuleshov considered the known problem of a heavy circular

disk without slipping on a horizontal plane. He studied the steady disk motions when

an angle between the disk plane and the support plane(angle of nutation) is constant.

In this problem he investigated in what range of nutation angle changes the given

motions are stable irrespectively on the constant values of two linear first integrals.[18]

Chigarev considered the influence of the wave effect on the dynamics of rolling friction

of a wheel. He analyzed theoretically the pure friction of a non-deformable wheel on

the solid base. He performed experimental studies that revealed that resistance to

rolling increases approximately nine times when the translation of the test bogies

speed up from 0.25m/s to 2.75m/s. Assuming that this strong resistance leap is

due to the oscillatory wave effect accompanying the process of rolling, he derived

an equation for an equivalent wheel. He therefore established that the energy losses

for rolling are proportional to the squared speed, irrespective of air resistance and
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hysteresis.[19] Fedorov considered the classical problem of a disk with a sharp edge

and axisymmetric mass distribution rolling without slipping over a horizontal plane.

He then analyzed the resultant exact general solutions of the dynamic equations and

provided all possible types of motion of the disk, corresponding to various initial

conditions.[20] Le Saux studied the dynamics and numerical treatment of a rolling

disk on a flat support, and developed a numerical model able to simulate the dynamics

of a rolling disk taking into account various kinds of friction models(resistance against

sliding, pivoting and rolling).[21] Epstein found that for a pseudo-rigid rolling coin

the rolling constraint turns out to be nonholonomic even in the case of motion on a

straight line in a vertical plane.[22] Kolesnikov provided qualitative analysis of rolling

of a disk along a horizontal rough plane. In particular, he showed that under almost

all initial conditions, the disk never falls over onto the plane, and the trajectory of its

point of contact with the plane is bounded.[23] O’Reilly investigated the dynamics

of disks which move with one point in contact with a fixed horizontal surface. He

considered two cases: one where the disk rolls without slipping and a second where

the disk slides. He then presented complete descriptions of the bifurcations and

stability of the steady motions of the disks.[24] Dahl developed a model for sliding

and rolling friction that can be used in simulations of dynamic systems involving

mechanical elements that are subject to friction. The model was developed around

the hypothesis that the origin of friction is in quasi static contact bonds that are

continuously formed and subsequently broken.[25] Huston analyzed the dynamics

and performance of a weighted, slipping/rolling ball, using Euler parameters and

angular velocity components as dependent variables.[26] Al-Bender showed that pre-

sliding and pre-rolling friction is characterized by rate independent hysteresis with

nonlocal memory, and that the dynamic behavior in that region can be described by a

damping ratio.[27] Terumichi considered the dynamics of a rolling wheel with contact

rigidity and slip. He analyzed the generation and disappearance condition of slip with

dynamic load and initial vertical displacement. Terumichi also showed that contact

rigidity influences the time when slip generates or disappears and the duration of the
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slipping. He also clarified that when the friction force reaches the tangent force after

slip, slip does not always stop. This leads to simultaneous slipping and rolling.[28]

Sharma discussed the role of static and kinetic friction in the dynamics of rolling

motion. He discussed the role of kinetic friction in bringing about and maintaining

an equilibration, called free rolling, as well as the translational and rotational motions

of a rigid disk on a rigid surface. He then introduced quasi-rolling, to explain how

pure rolling can exist even in the presence of some sliding.[29] These studies on rolling

dynamics, spheres, disks, slipping and friction are all taken into consideration when

developing the mathematical model for the Mars Tumbleweed Rover.

1.3 Mars Tumbleweed

The idea of the Mars Tumbleweed was first introduced in 1998 when NASA researchers

noticed that the Mars Pathfinder Lander traveled farther bouncing on it’s airbags

than the Sojourner rover traveled throughout it’s 90 day mission. Thus was born

the Mars Tumbleweed, a spherical, wind driven, planetary rover. Unlike conventional

rovers the Tumbleweed can travel further faster and gain access to areas such as

valleys and chasms that previously were inaccessible to traditional wheeled rovers.

The Tumbleweeds ability to travel long distances makes it an excellent candidate for

surface survey missions, such as large area-mapping of the Mars environment. The

Tumbleweed is also significantly less expensive than traditional rovers, which permits

multiple Tumbleweeds to be deployed across the planet’s surface. Unlike previous

Mars missions, the loss of a single Tumbleweed would not result in mission failure.

Since 1998, numerous researchers have published papers on Tumbleweed designs

or similar material. In 1998, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory introduced a light-

weight ”Beach-Ball” Robotic Vehicle that could be driven by wind and/or internal

electric power. These rovers were conceived for carrying scientific instruments across

rocky terrain on Mars, and were intended to move faster, weigh less, and consume less
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power than wheeled robotic vehicles used in planetary exploration. JPL’s concept en-

compassed both single and double ball rovers.[30] In 2002, Wang and Yang, presented

an analytical model for the mobility of a Tumbleweed ball. Based on the model, the

shape and gravity center of the ball and the area of contact between the ball and

ground were determined as functions of the internal pressure. Conditions of sliding

and rolling motion of the ball on slopes under wind loads were quantified and numer-

ical results were provided.[31] Ralph Lorenz proposed the Mars Tumbleweed Rover

as an ideal platform for a magnetometer, to better understand the broad, parallel

stripes with alternating magnetic polarity above the Martian surface.[32] Kuhlman

discussed the capabilities of the Tumbleweed, such as performing autonomous long-

duration surveys over large areas on Mars. The Tumbleweed could, for example, map

the presence of liquid water as a function of depth using simple low mass and low

power instruments and an onboard positioning system.[33] Many researchers have

focused on the Mars Tumbleweed Rover and provided conceptual designs, dynamic

testing and modeling of those designs. Feasibility studies have been examined and the

dynamic characteristics of the Tumbleweed have been explored. Tumbleweed Rovers

have been proposed to explore Martian gully features as well as other surface areas

that are unreachable by traditional wheeled rovers.[34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] Other re-

searchers have begun focusing on specific instrumentation for the Mars Tumbleweed,

such as deployment devices and solar power sources.[40]

There are three main structural concepts being explored in relation to the Tum-

bleweed: inflatable, structured, and a combination of the two. The inflatable designs

are derived from the Mars Pathfinder Lander airbags. The structured designs are de-

rived from toys such as the Box Kite or the Hoberman Sphere, and the cross between

inflatable and structured is similar to the Zorb, which is a hard structured ball inside

an inflatable ball.

Over the last five years North Carolina State University has designed, constructed

and tested a number of Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrators(TED). Aerospace Senior

Design students as well as research staff have been involved with this project. The
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purpose of the TED is to emulate the capabilities of the Mars Tumbleweed in Earth

conditions. The design includes, not only the outer structure, but the instrumenta-

tion, propulsion, deployment, packaging and transport. The purpose of the TED is

to emulate the capabilities of the Mars Tumbleweed in Earth conditions.

To effectively design and understand the motion of the Tumbleweed Rover, due to

specific physical characteristics as well as atmospheric effects, a mathematical model

representing the Tumbleweed’s dynamics is critical.
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Chapter 2

Design, Construction and Testing of a

Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator

2.1 Design

The Martian environment differs considerably from that of the Earth. The surface

pressure on Mars varies from 4.0 to 8.7 mb as compared to the terrestrial 1014 mb.

The Martian atmosphere is comprised of approximately 95 percent Carbon Dioxide,

whereas the Earth’s atmosphere is about 78 percent Nitrogen and 21 percent Oxygen.

The wind speeds on Mars vary by season, but generally range from 2 to 10 m/s, with

30 m/s occurring during a dust storms. Earth wind speeds range from 0 m/s to about

100 m/s. The design of the Mars Tumbleweed as well as the Tumbleweed Earth

Demonstrator was driven by the above atmospheric conditions as well as mission

requirements.

North Carolina State’s first Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator was designed and

constructed during the 2002-2003 academic year. It became known as the TEDI and

was the first in a succession of TED’s. The TEDI was constructed as a one-third

scale (2 meter diameter) prototype of the Tumbleweed rover. The TEDI had a rigid

outer structure, with orthogonal sails to create drag and therefore propel the TED.

It had a fixed instrument core in the center of the structure and solar panels on the
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sails.

After testing of the TEDI, it was evident that a two meter diameter did not provide

sufficient sail area to create enough drag to propel the TED. The next generation of

TED’s needed to be lighter weight and have a larger sail area. This new design

became known as TEDII. The TEDII had a diameter of three meters which after

testing proved to be enough sail area to propel the structure provided a large enough

wind speed. However, given TEDII’s increased size and weight the outer structure,

similar to TEDI, began to buckle under rolling loads. TEDII’s design had also been

improved from the previous TEDI by adding a sail retraction and deployment system

and a gimbaled modular instrument system with solar panels on the upper face.

Again, however, the sail area was only decreased by approximately forty percent by

this retraction design and during testing only proved to slow the TED down. Also,

the outer members buckling when rolling, interfered with the gimbal design and kept

it from working correctly.

Again, it became evident after testing that a new sail retraction and deployment

system would be required if stop/start capabilities were desired. Also, a more rigid

structure would be needed to preserve the spherical shape and protect the gimbaled

modular instrument system inside. These requirements, again resulted in another

generation called TEDIII. This TEDIII’s outer structure was made of PVC piping

and provided enough rigidity to exhibit a structured Mars Tumbleweed’s capabilities.

The TEDIII also had a new sail retraction and deployment system and a new gimbaled

Modular Instrument System(MIS). The new sail retraction system decreased the sail

area by almost 100 percent which effectively stopped the TEDIII. To start rolling

again the sails needed only to be deployed. The gimbaled MIS was also redesigned,

smaller, stronger and more efficient.
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2.2 Construction

2.2.1 Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator I

The outer structure of the TEDI had a basic box kite configuration. It consisted of

three, three inch diameter, orthogonal hoops made of a carbon fiber/Kevlar hybrid.

The hoops were covered in a flexible sail material with an instrument core located in

the center. Additional hoops, without sail material, were added to assist the rolling

properties. The prototype instrument core seen in Fig. 2.1, was a 10 inch diameter,

stereolithography core, created by Fineline Prototyping Incorporated. It contained

two removable hatches to access the core interior and attached to the sails by Velcro.

Fig. 2.2 shows the TEDI with the orthogonal sails and instrument core incorporated.

Figure 2.1: Stereolithography instrument core

2.2.2 Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator II

The outer structure of the TEDII was made up of a 2-inch carbon fiber/Kevlar hybrid

sleeve. The hybrid sleeve was chosen for its light weight, strength and durability. The
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Figure 2.2: 2002-2003 NCSU Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator I

structure was composed of 24 main members, 2 hubs, and 1 center ring. The main

members were divided in two, attached to the hubs and connected to each and the

center ring via a 4-way joint. This joint was made of polyvinyl chloride(PVC) and

the members were attached using nylon bolts. The hubs were made of the same

sleeve material used for the main members. Each hub had 12 appendages, with 30

degrees separating each. The inner structure consisted of six hollow aluminum struts

that attach the Double Gimbal System(DGS) seen in Fig. 2.3 to the outer structure.

The DGS, allowed the Modular Instrument System(MIS) seen in Fig. 2.4, to remain

upright while rolling. The DGS consisted of three rings and was constructed of a 1-

inch carbon fiber sleeve with a blue foam core. The MIS was attached to the DGS by

a solid aluminum rod. The MIS was designed not only to protect the instruments and

power source, but also to allow the instruments to be easily accessed and modified.

The MIS featured a circular array of solar panels on top of a balsa wood box. The

solar array was backed by two layers of fiberglass and had 26 panels connected in

series. The balsa wood box contained all of the instruments including: a Rocket-

Data Acquisition System (which included a 3-axis accelerometer and pressure and
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temperature sensors), a magnetometer, an anemometer, a GPS unit, and a video

camera. The MIS had a removable front panel and shelf system to easily access and

modify the instrumentation. The completed TEDII, with sails, DGS and MIS is

shown in Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.3: NCSU TEDII Double Gimbal System(DGS)

2.2.3 Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III

The main purpose of the TEDIII was to improve upon the previous TED designs so

testing could be conducted. Stronger materials needed to be used to construct the

outer structure of the TED to withstand its own weight. Therefore the TEDIII outer

structure was made of one and one half inch schedule 40 PVC pipe, which allowed

the TED to remain adequately rigid. This, however, required a new hub design that

was smaller and stronger. The new hubs were made of ungalvanized steel, which were

smaller in size but increased the weight. Two side rings were also added to better

distribute the dynamic stress applied on the outer structure. These side rings were

made of the same PVC pipe as the outer structure. The new PVC structure was
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Figure 2.4: NCSU TEDII Modular Instrument System(MIS)

Figure 2.5: 2004-2005 NCSU Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator II
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formed by bending the PVC pipe to the correct radius using a rig, heating the pipe

using boiling water and allowing it to cool while remaining in its deformed shape.

The main members were connected to the two hubs and the center and outer rings

were connected to the main members using 4-way connectors, inserts and Velcro. The

Sail Retraction and Deployment System(SRDS), seen in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, double

gimbal and MIS were also improved from the previous TED design. The SRDS was

modified to retract almost 100 percent of the sail and deploy it to its original position

remotely. Therefore, the TEDIII could be stopped and started by retracting and

deploying the sails, respectively. The Double Gimbal System(DGS), shown in Fig.

2.8, was redesigned, made of stainless steel, with an extra ring added for structural

support. The MIS shown in Fig. 2.9 was also redesigned, smaller and more efficient.

Fig. 2.10 shows the completed TEDIII with SRDS, DGS and MIS incorporated.

Figure 2.6: NCSU TEDIII Planar View of Sail Retraction System
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Figure 2.7: NCSU TEDIII Planar View of Sail Deployment System

Figure 2.8: NCSU TEDIII Double Gimbal System(DGS)
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Figure 2.9: NCSU TEDIII Modular Instrument System(MIS)

Figure 2.10: 2005-2006 NCSU Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III
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2.3 Testing

The first TEDIII test, seen in Fig.2.11, was conducted on July 25-27, 2005 at Nags

Head beach, North Carolina. Three TED’s were constructed on site with only the

outer structure, struts and fixed sails. The purpose of this test was to place the TED’s

in different positions along the beach and observe the group behavior. Wind speeds

during testing reached a maximum of about 15 m/s and lasted only a few seconds.

However, some very interesting phenomena were observed. First, it was evident that

the TEDs had considerable effect in relation to one another. When one TED was

directly upwind of the others, the airflow was disrupted and prevented any movement

of the others. This effect varied with the wind speed and the distance between the

TEDs. If the TEDs were beside one another and separated by a few feet the rolling

motion was unaffected. However, if the TEDs were too close to each other at initial

rolling, they would follow similar paths and ultimately one would block the airflow of

the others. During testing it was discovered that a 10 m/s gust of wind would initiate

rolling and a constant 7 m/s wind was needed to maintain rolling in the sand.

A significant observation was the vortex that was produced by the TED. Measure-

ments were taken to determine the downstream effects of the TED, while conducting

a static test with the TED anchored on blocks. Approximately 2 meters directly

downstream of the TED, the wind was blowing back towards the stationary TED.

This is consistent with the wake created downstream of a sphere. Further tests were

conducted to map this vortex effect. It was found that the air began to curl back

toward the TED from around 4 to 5 meters downwind. The mapped effect was cone

shaped, with the wider area forming at the outer edges of the TED. This led to the

idea of perforating the sails to create a lower back pressure and increase drag while

counteracting the vortex.

The second set of tests were conducted in the mountains of Lake Toxaway, North

Carolina, during August 7-8, 2005. The purpose of this test was to determine the

TED’s ability to navigate substantially impeding terrain, such as canyons or ravines.
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A single TED was constructed with only the outer structure and struts and rolled

down a steep ravine. Obstructions of varying heights were placed in the path of

the TED. The results showed a TED could overcome obstructions almost half of it’s

diameter given enough forward momentum. Some structural failures occurred, when

the PVC joints sheared due to repeated impacts on the TED. However, none of these

failures seemed to impede the rolling motion of the TED. This differed from the

TEDII, which stopped rolling when the structure failed.

TEDIII was also tested on a mountainous pasture. It became evident from this

test the TED would develop a significant bounce, seen in Fig.2.12, when rolling down

a mountain and encountering terrain variations, before dampening out and continuing

to roll normally. This bounce occurred for each test run and continued for approxi-

mately the same distance each time. During these test runs, more damage occurred

to the structure and one of the main members separated from the hub, as seen in

Fig.2.13 and Fig.2.14 Still this failure had no effect on the TED’s rolling motion.[41]

Figure 2.11: Three Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator IIIs on the beach during test-
ing
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Figure 2.12: Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III bouncing during mountain testing

Figure 2.13: Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III structural failure during mountain
testing
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Figure 2.14: Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III close-up of structural failure dur-
ing mountain testing
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Chapter 3

Mathematical Modeling of a Mars

Tumbleweed Rover

3.1 Mathematical Model

Assuming the Tumbleweed is rolling uninhibited along a flat surface while experi-

encing a constant wind loading with components in the x, y and z directions, the

following equations of motion are derived.

Considering the case where B is fixed in a rigid body with a coordinate system

embedded in the body with the origin at B, this embedded coordinate system is

defined as {̂iB, ĵB, k̂B}. All positions are in reference to the inertial frame with origin

O. Fig. 3.1 shows a diagram of the Tumbleweed with related reference frames.

The angular momentum of the body about point B is:

O~hB,body =
N∑

i=1

~rmi/B ×mi
O~vmi/O + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B

=
N∑

i=1

~rmi/B ×mi[
O~vB/O + O~vmi/B] + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B (3.1)

where

O~vmi/B = B d

dt
~rmi/B + O~ωB × ~rmi/B (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Tumbleweed diagram with inertial and body reference frames

and

IS =
2

3
MR2 (3.3)

Therefore the angular momentum of the body about point B becomes:

O~hB,body =
N∑

i=1

~rmi/B ×mi[
O~vB/O + B d

dt
~rmi/B + O~ωB × ~rmi/B]

+ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B

= (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× O~vB/O + (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× B d

dt
~rmi/B

+
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B × (O~ωB × ~rmi/B) + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B (3.4)
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For convenience, define:

~rmi/B ≡ xiîB + yiĵB + zik̂B

O~ωB ≡ ωxîB + ωy ĵB + ωzk̂B (3.5)

The angular momentum of the body about point B can be rewritten as follows:

O~hB,body = (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× O~vB/O + (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× B d

dt
~rmi/B

+
N∑

i=1

mi(~rmi/B × (O~ωB × ~rmi/B)) + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B (3.6)

And by the vector identity ~A× ( ~B × ~C) = ~B( ~A · ~C)− ~C( ~A · ~B) we have,

N∑
i=1

mi(~rmi/B × (O~ωB × ~rmi/B))

=
N∑

i=1

mi[
O~ωB(~rmi/B · ~rmi/B)− ~rmi/B(~rmi/B · O~ωB)]

=
N∑

i=1

mi[[ωx(x
2
i + y2

i + z2
i )− xi(xiωx + yiωy + ziωz)]îB

+[ωy(x
2
i + y2

i + z2
i )− yi(xiωx + yiωy + ziωz)]ĵB

+[ωz(x
2
i + y2

i + z2
i )− zi(xiωx + yiωy + ziωz)]k̂B] (3.7)

Assuming the rigid body representative of the Tumbleweed has an internal mass dis-

placed using point masses along the x, y and z-axes. The resulting angular momentum

of the system about the body frame in the O-frame is calculated using the following:

By definition, ~rCM/B ≡
∑N

i=1
mi~rmi/B

mTOT
Also,

∑N
i=1mi~rmi/B × B d

dt
~rmi/B = 0 since ~rmi/B

is parallel to B d
dt
~rmi/B for the point masses along the x, y and z-axes. Thus:

O~hB,sys = mTOT~rCM/B × O~vB/O

+ωx[(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS]îB
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+ωy[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS]ĵB

+ωz[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS]k̂B (3.8)

To continue calculations for the angular momentum equations and ultimately the

equations for torque, background equations are necessary. The following equations

are used in later calculations. The total mass of the three point masses along the x,

y, and z axis is calculated by:

mTOT = (m1A +m1B) + (m2A +m2B) + (m3A +m3B) (3.9)

The position of the center of mass of the sphere with respect to the body frame is

calculated using:

~rCM/B

= (
m1Ax1A +m1Bx1B

mTOT

)̂iB + (
m2Ay2A +m2By2B

mTOT

)ĵB + (
m3Az3A +m3Bz3B

mTOT

)k̂B

= xCM/B îB + yCM/B ĵB + zCM/Bk̂B (3.10)

The position of the body frame with respect to the inertial reference frame origin O

is calculated by:

~rB/O = xO îO + yO ĵO + zOk̂O

= xB îB + yB ĵB + zBk̂B (3.11)

The position of the center of mass of the sphere with respect to the inertial reference

frame is calculated using:

~rCM/O = ~rCM/B + ~rB/O

= (xB + xCM/B )̂iB + (yB + yCM/B)ĵB + (zB + zCM/B)k̂B (3.12)

The inertial velocity of the center of mass of the sphere with respect to the inertial
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reference frame origin O is calculated using the following equation.

O~vCM/O = O~vCM/B + O~vB/O (3.13)

The following equation employs the Transport Theorem to calculate the velocity of

the center of mass with respect to the center of the sphere O~vCM/B.

O~vCM/B = O d
dt

(~rCM/B) = B d

dt
(~rCM/B) + O~ωB × ~rCM/B

= ẋCM/B îB + ẏCM/B ĵB + żCM/Bk̂B

+[ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B)]̂iB

−[ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B)]ĵB

+[ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B)]k̂B (3.14)

The velocity of the center of the sphere with respect to the inertial reference frame is

defined as follows:

O~vB/O = OvB/OxîB + OvB/Oy ĵB + OvB/Ozk̂B (3.15)

The velocity defined in equation 3.15 can be expanded using the Transport Theorem

into the following equation.

O~vB/O = O d

dt
(~rB/O) = B d

dt
(~rB/O) + O~ωB × ~rB/O (3.16)

From equation 3.16 the velocity of the body with respect to the inertial reference

frame in the body frame is expanded as follows:

B d
dt

(~rB/O) = B~vB/O = ẋB îB + ẏB ĵB + żBk̂B (3.17)
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Therefore, equation 3.16 becomes:

O~vB/O = ẋB îB + ẏB ĵB + żBk̂B

+[ωyzB − ωzyB ]̂iB

−[ωxzB − ωzxB]ĵB

+[ωxyB − ωyxB]k̂B (3.18)

Combining like terms gives the following:

O~vB/O = [ẋB + ωyzB − ωzyB ]̂iB

+[ẏB − ωxzB + ωzxB]ĵB

+[żB + ωxyB − ωyxB]k̂B (3.19)

Substituting the x, y and z components of equation 3.19 into equation 3.15 yields the

following:

OvB/Ox = ẋB + ωyzB − ωzyB (3.20)

OvB/Oy = ẏB − ωxzB + ωzxB (3.21)

OvB/Oz = żB + ωxyB − ωyxB (3.22)

Substituting equations 3.14 and 3.15 into equation 3.13, the velocity of the center of

mass of the sphere with respect to the inertial reference frame is:

O~vCM/O = [ẋCM/B + ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B) + OvB/Ox ]̂iB

+[ẏCM/B − ωx(zB + zCM/B) + ωz(xB + xCM/B) + OvB/Oy]ĵB

+[żCM/B + ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B) + OvB/Oz]k̂B (3.23)
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The following equations are given for the 3-2-1 Euler rotation, where the Tumbleweed

first rotates an angle ψ about the z-axis, then θ about the y-axis and finally φ about

the x-axis. This rotation experiences a singularity when θ equals π/2, 3π/2 or 5π/2.

Therefore, a second Euler rotation must be employed in the Matlab simulation as

θ approaches the above values. This 2-1-3 Euler rotation first rotates an angle θ

about the y-axis, then φ about the x-axis and finally ψ about the z-axis, experiencing

a singularity when φ equals π/2, 3π/2 or 5π/2. The equations for the 2-1-3 Euler

rotation are provided in Appendix A. A direction cosine matrix is needed to convert

from the body reference frame to the inertial reference frame and vice versa. In the

3-2-1 Euler rotation, to transform a vector from the inertial reference frame to the

body reference frame it must be pre-multiplied by the following matrix.

B[C]O =


cos θ cosψ cos θ sinψ − sin θ

sinφ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ sinφ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ sinφ cos θ

cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ sinψ cosφ sin θ sinψ − sinφ cosψ cosφ cos θ


(3.24)

In the 3-2-1 Euler rotation, to transform a vector from the body reference frame to

the inertial reference frame it must be pre-multiplied by the following matrix.

O[C]B =


cos θ cosψ sinφ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ sinψ

cos θ sinψ sinφ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ cosφ sin θ sinψ − sinφ cosψ

− sin θ sinφ cos θ cosφ cos θ


(3.25)

The angular velocities about the x, y, and z axes are calculated using the following

three equations, where θ, φ, and ψ are the pitch, roll and yaw angles respectively.

ωx = −ψ̇ sin θ + φ̇ (3.26)
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ωy = ψ̇ cos θ sinφ+ θ̇ cosφ (3.27)

ωz = ψ̇ cos θ cosφ− θ̇ sinφ (3.28)

Therefore, the angular momentum equation is expanded using the previous equations

as follows:

O~hB,sys = [mTOT (xCM/B îB + yCM/B ĵB + zCM/Bk̂B)

×(OvB/OxîB + OvB/Oy ĵB + OvB/Ozk̂B)]

+ωx[(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS ]̂iB

+ωy[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS]ĵB

+ωz[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS]k̂B (3.29)

yielding:

O~hB,sys = [mTOT (yCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]̂iB

[−mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oy − yCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]k̂B (3.30)

The previous equations are in the B-frame, therefore the Transport Theorem is applied

to obtain the derivative of the angular momentum with respect to the O-frame.

O d

dt
O~hB,sys = B d

dt
(O~hB,sys) + O~ωB × O~hB,sys (3.31)
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where

B d

dt
(O~hB,sys)

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωx + ISω̇x + İSωx ]̂iB

+[mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωy + ISω̇y + İSωy]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz + ISω̇z + İSωz]k̂B (3.32)

and

O~ωB × O~hB,sys

= (ωy[mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oy − yCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]− ωz[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
OvB/Oz)

+ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)])̂iB

−(ωx[mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oy − yCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)IS)]− ωz[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
OvB/Oy)

+ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)])ĵB

+(ωx[mTOT (zCM/B
OvB/Ox − xCM/B

OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)]− ωy[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
OvB/Oy)

+ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)])k̂B (3.33)

Therefore, the derivative of the angular momentum with respect to the O-frame is
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represented by the following equation.

O d

dt
O~hB,sys

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωx + ISω̇x + İSωx + ωy[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy

−yCM/B
OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]

−ωz[mTOT (zCM/B
OvB/Ox − xCM/B

OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]]̂iB

+[mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωy + ISω̇y + İSωy − (ωx[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy

−yCM/B
OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]

−ωz[mTOT (yCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz + ISω̇z + İSωz + (ωx[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox

−xCM/B
OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]

−ωy[mTOT (yCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])]k̂B (3.34)

The external torques acting on the body are related to the rate of change of the

angular momentum by the following:

~τB,sys = O d

dt
O~hB,sys + O~vB/O ×mTOT

O~vCM/O (3.35)
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where

O~vB/O ×mTOT
OvCM/O = {OvB/OymTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)

−ωy(xB + xCM/B))]− OvB/OzmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy

−(ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]}̂iB

−{OvB/OxmTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)

−ωy(xB + xCM/B))]− OvB/OzmTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox

+(ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}ĵB

+{OvB/OxmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)

−ωz(xB + xCM/B))]− OvB/OymTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox

+(ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}k̂B (3.36)

Substituting equations 3.34 and 3.36 into equation 3.35 produces the following equa-

tion:

~τB,sys

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωx+ISω̇x+İSωx+ωy[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)IS)]− ωz[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox

−xCM/B
OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]

+{OvB/OymTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]}]̂iB

+[mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωy+ISω̇y+İSωy−(ωx[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]− ωz[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz
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−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

−{OvB/OxmTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A+m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz+ISω̇z+İSωz + (ωx[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
OvB/Oz)

+ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]− ωy[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz

−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

+{OvB/OxmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OymTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]k̂B

(3.37)

During rolling, the Tumbleweed experiences either the slip or the no slip case. When

|Ffr| ≤ µs |FN | the Tumbleweed experiences no slipping. If |Ffr| > µs |FN | then the

Tumbleweed experiences slipping. The following equations are used to describe the

no slip case. From the system description it is apparent that:

~rB/O = ~rP/O − ~rP/B (3.38)

Since {−R~kO}B = B[C]O{−R~kO}O, then

~rP/B = −Rk̂O = −R(− sin θîB + sinφ cos θĵB + cosφ cos θk̂B) (3.39)

Also

O~vB/O = O~vP/O − O~vP/B (3.40)

Since O~vP/O = 0 for the no slip case and applying the Transport Theorem, equation
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3.40 becomes:

O~vB/O = −O~vP/B

= O d

dt
(−~rP/B)

= −(B d

dt
~rP/B + O~ωB × ~rP/B) (3.41)

Additionally B d
dt
~rP/B = 0 since P and B are on the same body. Therefore,

O~vB/O = −O~ωB × ~rP/B

= −R[(−ωy cosφ cos θ + ωz sinφ cos θ)̂iB

+(ωx cosφ cos θ + ωz sin θ)ĵB

+(−ωx sinφ cos θ − ωy sin θ)k̂B] (3.42)

Separating the x, y and z components of equation 3.42 give the following equations

for the no slip case:

{
O~vB/O

}
x

= −R(−ωy cosφ cos θ + ωz sinφ cos θ) (3.43)

{
O~vB/O

}
y

= −R(ωx cosφ cos θ + ωz sin θ) (3.44)

{
O~vB/O

}
z

= −R(−ωx sinφ cos θ − ωy sin θ) (3.45)

From elementary dynamics, the acceleration of the origin of the B-frame with respect

to the O-frame, assuming no slipping and the Tumbleweed is rolling on a flat surface

is:

O~aB/O = O d

dt
~vB/O = O d

dt
(−~vP/B)

= −(O~αB × ~rP/B) (3.46)
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Therefore,

O~aB/O = −R[(−ω̇ycosφcosθ + ω̇zsinφcosθ)̂iB

+(ω̇xcosφcosθ + ω̇zsinθ)ĵB

+(−ω̇xsinφcosθ − ω̇ysinθ)k̂B] (3.47)

The acceleration can also be described by:

O~aB/O = O d

dt
(O~vB/O) = B d

dt
(O~vB/O) + O~ωB × O~vB/O

= (Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy )̂iB

+(Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox)ĵB

+(Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox)k̂B (3.48)

Setting equation 3.47 equal to equation 3.48 gives the following equations for the x,

y, and z components for the no slip case:

{
O~aB/O

}
x

= −R(−ω̇ycosφcosθ + ω̇zsinφcosθ)

= Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy (3.49)

{
O~aB/O

}
y

= −R(ω̇xcosφcosθ + ω̇zsinθ)

= Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox (3.50)

{
O~aB/O

}
z

= −R(−ω̇xsinφcosθ − ω̇ysinθ)

= Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox (3.51)

For the no slip case, equations 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28, 3.49, 3.50, 3.51, 3.88,

3.89, 3.90, 3.96, 3.97 and 3.98 are used to solve for xB, yB, zB,OvB/Ox,
OvB/Oy,

OvB/Oz,

ωx, ωy, ωz, φ, θ, ψ, fx, fy and fz. The reaction force acting at the point of contact of
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the Tumbleweed and the ground is:

~FRe = fxîB + fy ĵB + fzk̂B = ~Ffr + ~FN (3.52)

The reaction force must be converted from the B-frame to the O-frame to check the

no slip condition.

{
~FRe

}
O

= O[C]B
{
~FRe

}
B

(3.53)

Therefore, the x, y and z components of equation 3.53 are:

FOx = cosψ cos θfx − (sinψ cosφ− cosψ sin θ sinφ)fy

+(sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ)fz (3.54)

FOy = sinψ cos θfx + (cosψ cosφ+ sinψ sin θ sinφ)fy

−(cosψ sinφ− sinψ sin θ cosφ)fz (3.55)

FOz = − sin θfx + cos θ sinφfy + cos θ cosφfz (3.56)

Therefore,

~Ffr = FOxîO + FOy ĵO (3.57)

and

~FN = FOzk̂O (3.58)

Therefore, if |Ffr| ≤ µs |FN | the Tumbleweed is experiencing the no slip condition

and the above method was used appropriately. However, if |Ffr| > µs |FN | then the
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Tumbleweed is experiencing slipping and the following method must be employed

instead. The following is the equation for the acceleration of the center of mass with

respect to the O-frame.

O~aCM/O = O~aB/O + O~aCM/B (3.59)

Equation 3.59 can be expanded using the Transport Theorem as follows:

O~aCM/O = O~aB/O + B~aCM/B + 2O~ωB × B~vCM/B

+O~αB × ~rCM/B + O~ωB × [O~ωB × ~rCM/B] (3.60)

The following equations are the individual terms of the previous acceleration equation:

O~aB/O = O d

dt
(O~vB/O) = B d

dt
(O~vB/O) + O~ωB × O~vB/O

= (Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy )̂iB

+(Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox)ĵB

+(Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox)k̂B (3.61)

B~aCM/B = B d

dt
(B~vCM/B) = ẍCM/B îB + ÿCM/B ĵB + z̈CM/Bk̂B (3.62)

2O~ωB × B~vCM/B = (2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B )̂iB

−(2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)ĵB

+(2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B)k̂B (3.63)

O~αB × ~rCM/B = (ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B )̂iB − (ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)ĵB

+(ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B)k̂B (3.64)
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O~ωB×[O~ωB×~rCM/B] =[ωy(ωxyCM/B−ωyxCM/B)−ωz(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)]̂iB

−[ωx(ωxyCM/B−ωyxCM/B)−ωz(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]ĵB

+[ωx(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)−ωy(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]k̂B

(3.65)

Substituting equations 3.61, 3.62, 3.64 and 3.65 into equation 3.60. The resulting

acceleration is given by the following equation:

O~aCM/O

= [Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy + ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B

+ω̇yzCM/B−ω̇zyCM/B+ωy(ωxyCM/B−ωyxCM/B)−ωz(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)]̂iB

+[Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox + ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)

−(ω̇xzCM/B−ω̇zxCM/B)−ωx(ωxyCM/B+ωyxCM/B)+ωz(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]ĵB

+[Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox + z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B)

+(ω̇xyCM/B−ω̇yxCM/B)+ωx(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)−ωy(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]k̂B

(3.66)

Next sum the forces in the z-direction.

∑
Fz = mTOT

O~aCM/O · k̂O = FN + Fwz (3.67)

For the slipping case O~aB/O·k̂O=0. Therefore, substituting equation 3.66 into equation

3.67 gives:

mTOT (B~aCM/B + 2O~ωB × B~vCM/B + O~αB × ~rCM/B + O~ωB × [O~ωB × ~rCM/B]) · k̂O

= FN + Fwz (3.68)
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Substituting the individual terms into equation 3.68 and solving for FN gives

FN = mTOT (ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B + ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B

+ωy(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)− ωz(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B))(− sin θ)

+mTOT (ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)− (ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)

−ωx(ωxyCM/B + ωyxCM/B) + ωz(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B))(sinφ cos θ)

+mTOT (z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B) + (ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B)

+ωx(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)− ωy(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)(cosφ cos θ)− Fwz

(3.69)

When experiencing slipping the force of friction is as follows:

~Ffr = −µk

∣∣∣~FN

∣∣∣ O~vP/O∣∣∣O~vP/O

∣∣∣ (3.70)

Equation 3.40 can be rewritten as:

O~vP/O = O~vB/O + O~vP/B (3.71)

applying the Transport Theorem

O~vP/O = O~vB/O + O d

dt
~rP/B

= O~vB/O + B d

dt
~rP/B + O~ωB × ~rP/B

= O~vB/O + O~ωB × ~rP/B (3.72)

Therefore

O~vP/O = [OvB/Ox +R(−ωy cosφ cos θ + ωz sinφ cos θ)]̂iB

+[OvB/Oy +R(ωx cosφ cos θ + ωz sin θ)]ĵB
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+[OvB/Oz +R(−ωx sinφ cos θ − ωy sin θ)]k̂B (3.73)

The reaction force in the inertial reference frame can be calculated using the following

equations:

FOx = ~Ffr · îO (3.74)

FOy = ~Ffr · ĵO (3.75)

FOz = FN (3.76)

Therefore,

FOx = −µkFN(OvP/Ox(cos θ cosψ) + OvP/Oy(sinφ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ)

+OvP/Oz(cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ sinψ)) (3.77)

FOy = −µkFN(OvP/Ox(cos θ sinψ) + OvP/Oy(sinφ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ)

+OvP/Oz(cosφ sin θ sinψ − sinφ cosψ)) (3.78)

To convert the reaction force from the inertial reference frame to the body reference

frame the following equation is used:

{
~FRe

}
B

= B[C]O
{
~FRe

}
O

(3.79)
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Therefore,


fx

fy

fz

 = B[C]O


FOx

FOy

FOz

 (3.80)

The body reaction forces for the 3-2-1 slipping case in the x, y and z direction are as

follows:

fx = cos θ cosψFOx + cos θ sinψFOy − sin θFOz (3.81)

fy = (sinφ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ)FOx + (sinφ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ)FOy

+ sinφ cos θFOz (3.82)

fz = (cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ sinψ)FOx + (cosφ sin θ sinψ − sinφ cosψ)FOy

+ cosφ cos θFOz (3.83)

For the slip case, equations 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28, 3.81, 3.82, 3.83, 3.88,

3.89, 3.90, 3.96, 3.97 and 3.98 are used to solve for xB, yB, zB,OvB/Ox,
OvB/Oy,

OvB/Oz,

ωx, ωy, ωz, φ, θ, ψ, fx, fy and fz. The torque components experienced in the inertial

reference frame are given by the following equation.

{~τ}B = {~τf}B + {~τg}B + {~τw}B (3.84)

The torque due to friction, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~τf}B = τf xîB + τf y ĵB + τf zk̂B (3.85)
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The torque due to gravity, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~τg}B = τgxîB + τgy ĵB + τgzk̂B (3.86)

The torque due to the wind, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~τw}B = τwxîB + τwy ĵB + τwzk̂B (3.87)

where τwx, τwy and τwz can be calculated from elementary fluid dynamics for a given

wind velocity profile. The x, y and z components of the external torques acting on

the body are expressed as follows:

{~τB,sys}x

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωx+ISω̇x+İSωx+ωy[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)IS)]− ωz[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox

−xCM/B
OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]

+{OvB/OymTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]}]

= τf x + τgx + τwx (3.88)

{~τB,sys}y

= [mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωy+ISω̇y+İSωy−(ωx[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]− ωz[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz
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−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

−{OvB/OxmTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]

= τf y + τgy + τwy (3.89)

{~τB,sys}z

= [mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A+m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz+ISω̇z+İSωz+(ωx[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox−xCM/B
OvB/Oz)

+ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]− ωy[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz

−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

+{OvB/OxmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OymTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]

= τf z + τgz + τwz (3.90)

Next the force is calculated using the following equation:

∑
~F

= mTOT
O~aCM/O

= mTOT [Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy + ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B

+ω̇yzCM/B−ω̇zyCM/B+ωy(ωxyCM/B−ωyxCM/B)−ωz(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)]̂iB

+[Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox + ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)

−(ω̇xzCM/B−ω̇zxCM/B)−ωx(ωxyCM/B+ωyxCM/B)+ωz(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]ĵB

+[Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox + z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B)

+(ω̇xyCM/B−ω̇yxCM/B)+ωx(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)−ωy(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]k̂B

(3.91)
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The force components experienced in the inertial reference frame are given by the

following equation.

∑ ~F = ~Fw + ~FRe + ~W (3.92)

The force due to the wind, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~Fw}B = FwxîB + Fwy ĵB + Fwzk̂B (3.93)

where Fwx, Fwy and Fwz can be calculated from elementary fluid dynamics for a given

wind velocity profile. The reaction force, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~FRe}B = fxîB + fy ĵB + fzk̂B (3.94)

The gravitational force, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{ ~W}B = WxîB +Wy ĵB +Wzk̂B (3.95)

The following equations express the x, y and z components of the forces acting on

the system.

{∑ ~F
}

x
= mTOT [Ov̇B/Ox + ωy

OvB/Oz − ωz
OvB/Oy + ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B

−2ωzẏCM/B + ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B + ωy(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)

−ωz(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)]

= Fwx + fx +Wx (3.96)

{∑ ~F
}

y
= mTOT [Ov̇B/Oy − ωx

OvB/Oz + ωz
OvB/Ox + ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B

−2ωzẋCM/B)− (ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)− ωx(ωxyCM/B + ωyxCM/B)

+ωz(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]
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= Fwy + fy +Wy (3.97)

{∑ ~F
}

z
= mTOT [Ov̇B/Oz + ωx

OvB/Oy − ωy
OvB/Ox + z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B

−2ωyẋCM/B) + (ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B) + ωx(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)

−ωy(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]

= Fwz + fz +Wz (3.98)

3.2 Simulations

The following simulations are for a two meter diameter Tumbleweed propelled along

a flat Martian surface by a constant wind loading. The wind force is assumed to be a

constant 4-Newton force in the x-direction, since for the time duration observed, the

velocity of the Tumbleweed is significantly less than the wind speed. Therefore the

drag force is essentially constant. It is assumed that the coefficient of static friction

is large enough that the Tumbleweed experiences only the no slip condition. It is also

assumed that the Tumbleweed has a massless shell and the point masses are moved

along the x, y and z-axis to change the center of mass location. Mass distributions and

angular velocities are varied for 12 different cases seen in 3.1. Figures 3.2 through

3.13 model the different trajectories for the various initial conditions found in the

table.
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Table 3.1: Initial conditions for Tumbleweed trajectories
m1A

m1B
m2A

m2B
m3A

m3B
x1A

x1B
y2A

y2B
z3A

z3B
ωx ωy ωz

Case 1 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 0 0
Case 2 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0 0.5 0
Case 3 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.5 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 0 0
Case 4 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.5 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0 0.5 0
Case 5 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 0.5 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 0 0
Case 6 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 0.5 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0 0.5 0
Case 7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 −0.1 0.5 0 0
Case 8 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 −0.1 0 0.5 0
Case 9 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 0 0
Case10 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0 0.5 0
Case11 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.5 0 0
Case12 2.5 2.5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.1 −0.1 1 −0.1 0.1 −0.1 0 0.5 0

Figure 3.2: Case 1 Model Simulation
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Figure 3.3: Case 2 Model Simulation

Figure 3.4: Case 3 Model Simulation
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Figure 3.5: Case 4 Model Simulation

Figure 3.6: Case 5 Model Simulation
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Figure 3.7: Case 6 Model Simulation

Figure 3.8: Case 7 Model Simulation
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Figure 3.9: Case 8 Model Simulation

Figure 3.10: Case 9 Model Simulation
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Figure 3.11: Case 10 Model Simulation

Figure 3.12: Case 11 Model Simulation
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Figure 3.13: Case 12 Model Simulation
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

Rolling dynamics and associated problems have been studied for many years by many

authors. However, there has not been a lot of research done on the unbalanced rolling

dynamics of spheres. With the advent of the Mars Tumbleweed Rover, this type of

study has become vital to understanding the motion, and ultimately the control, of

the rover. Throughout the design, manufacturing and testing of the Mars Tumbleweed

Earth Demonstrator, many interesting characteristics and behaviors were observed.

These characteristics and behaviors were used to redesign and aid in the modeling of

the Tumbleweed.

During Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III beach testing it was found that when

grouped together one TED will affect the airflow over the others and impede their

rolling motion. It was also observed that for the TEDIII, a 10 m/s gust of wind is

needed to initiate rolling and a constant 7 m/s wind is needed to maintain rolling over

sand. Vortices were also discovered in the wake of the TEDIII; this led to the idea of

introducing sail perforations to create a lower back pressure and hence increase drag

to counteract these vortices. During Tumbleweed Earth Demonstrator III mountain

testing it was observed that a TEDIII could overcome obstacles approximately half

of its diameter provided it had enough forward momentum. It was also evident that

minor structural failures had little to no effect on the TED’s rolling motion.

The mathematical model presented in this thesis for the Tumbleweed rover is
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capable of modeling rolling situations which include slipping and non-slipping motion,

while varying parameters such as center of mass position and wind speed. Given initial

conditions and atmospheric parameters, Mars mission planners could use this model

to design a control system to manipulate the motion of the Tumbleweed rover.
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The angular momentum of the body about point B is:

O~hB,body =
N∑

i=1

~rmi/B ×mi
O~vmi/O + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B

=
N∑

i=1

~rmi/B ×mi[
O~vB/O + O~vmi/B] + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B (4.1)

where

O~vmi/B = B d

dt
~rmi/B + O~ωB × ~rmi/B (4.2)

and

IS =
2

3
MR2 (4.3)

Therefore the angular momentum of the body about point B becomes:

O~hB,body =
N∑

i=1

~rmi/B ×mi[
O~vB/O + B d

dt
~rmi/B + O~ωB × ~rmi/B]

+ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B

= (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× O~vB/O + (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× B d

dt
~rmi/B

+
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B × (O~ωB × ~rmi/B) + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B (4.4)

For convenience, define:

~rmi/B ≡ xiîB + yiĵB + zik̂B

O~ωB ≡ ωxîB + ωy ĵB + ωzk̂B (4.5)
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The angular momentum of the body about point B can be rewritten as follows:

O~hB,body = (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× O~vB/O + (
N∑

i=1

mi~rmi/B)× B d

dt
~rmi/B

+
N∑

i=1

mi(~rmi/B × (O~ωB × ~rmi/B)) + ISωxîB + ISωy ĵB + ISωzk̂B (4.6)

And by the vector identity ~A× ( ~B × ~C) = ~B( ~A · ~C)− ~C( ~A · ~B) we have,

N∑
i=1

mi(~rmi/B × (O~ωB × ~rmi/B))

=
N∑

i=1

mi[
O~ωB(~rmi/B · ~rmi/B)− ~rmi/B(~rmi/B · O~ωB)]

=
N∑

i=1

mi[[ωx(x
2
i + y2

i + z2
i )− xi(xiωx + yiωy + ziωz)]îB

+[ωy(x
2
i + y2

i + z2
i )− yi(xiωx + yiωy + ziωz)]ĵB

+[ωz(x
2
i + y2

i + z2
i )− zi(xiωx + yiωy + ziωz)]k̂B] (4.7)

Assuming the rigid body representative of the Tumbleweed has an internal mass dis-

placed using point masses along the x, y and z-axes. The resulting angular momentum

of the system about the body frame in the O-frame is calculated using the following:

By definition, ~rCM/B ≡
∑N

i=1
mi~rmi/B

mTOT

Also,
∑N

i=1mi~rmi/B × B d
dt
~rmi/B = 0 since ~rmi/B is parallel to B d

dt
~rmi/B for the point

masses along the x, y and z-axes. Thus:

O~hB,sys = mTOT~rCM/B × O~vB/O

+ωx[(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS]îB

+ωy[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS]ĵB

+ωz[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS]k̂B (4.8)

To continue calculations for the angular momentum equations and ultimately the
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equations for torque, background equations are necessary. The following equations

are used in later calculations. The total mass of the three point masses along the x,

y, and z axis is calculated by:

mTOT = (m1A +m1B) + (m2A +m2B) + (m3A +m3B) (4.9)

The position of the center of mass of the sphere with respect to the body frame is

calculated using:

~rCM/B =(
m1Ax1A+m1Bx1B

mTOT

)̂iB+(
m2Ay2A+m2By2B

mTOT

)ĵB+(
m3Az3A+m3Bz3B

mTOT

)k̂B

= xCM/B îB + yCM/B ĵB + zCM/Bk̂B (4.10)

The position of the body frame with respect to the inertial reference frame origin O

is calculated by:

~rB/O = xO îO + yO ĵO + zOk̂O

= xB îB + yB ĵB + zBk̂B (4.11)

The position of the center of mass of the sphere with respect to the inertial reference

frame is calculated using:

~rCM/O = ~rCM/B + ~rB/O

= (xB + xCM/B )̂iB + (yB + yCM/B)ĵB + (zB + zCM/B)k̂B (4.12)

The inertial velocity of the center of mass of the sphere with respect to the inertial

reference frame origin O is calculated using the following equation.

O~vCM/O = O~vCM/B + O~vB/O (4.13)

The following equation employs the Transport Theorem to calculate the velocity of
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the center of mass with respect to the center of the sphere O~vCM/B.

O~vCM/B = O d
dt

(~rCM/B) = B d

dt
(~rCM/B) + O~ωB × ~rCM/B

= ẋCM/B îB + ẏCM/B ĵB + żCM/Bk̂B

+[ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B)]̂iB

−[ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B)]ĵB

+[ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B)]k̂B (4.14)

The velocity of the center of the sphere with respect to the inertial reference frame is

defined as follows:

O~vB/O = OvB/OxîB + OvB/Oy ĵB + OvB/Ozk̂B (4.15)

The velocity defined in equation 4.15 can be expanded using the Transport Theorem

into the following equation.

O~vB/O = O d

dt
(~rB/O) = B d

dt
(~rB/O) + O~ωB × ~rB/O (4.16)

From equation 4.16 the velocity of the body with respect to the inertial reference

frame in the body frame is expanded as follows:

B d
dt

(~rB/O) = B~vB/O = ẋB îB + ẏB ĵB + żBk̂B (4.17)

Therefore, equation 4.16 becomes:

O~vB/O = ẋB îB + ẏB ĵB + żBk̂B

+[ωyzB − ωzyB ]̂iB

−[ωxzB − ωzxB]ĵB

+[ωxyB − ωyxB]k̂B (4.18)
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Combining like terms gives the following:

O~vB/O = [ẋB + ωyzB − ωzyB ]̂iB

+[ẏB − ωxzB + ωzxB]ĵB

+[żB + ωxyB − ωyxB]k̂B (4.19)

Substituting the x, y and z components of equation 3.19 into equation 4.15 yields the

following:

OvB/Ox = ẋB + ωyzB − ωzyB (4.20)

OvB/Oy = ẏB − ωxzB + ωzxB (4.21)

OvB/Oz = żB + ωxyB − ωyxB (4.22)

Substituting equations 4.14 and 4.15 into equation 4.13, the velocity of the center of

mass of the sphere with respect to the inertial reference frame is:

O~vCM/O = [ẋCM/B + ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B) + OvB/Ox ]̂iB

+[ẏCM/B − ωx(zB + zCM/B) + ωz(xB + xCM/B) + OvB/Oy]ĵB

+[żCM/B + ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B) + OvB/Oz]k̂B (4.23)

The following equations are given for the 2-1-3 Euler rotation, where the Tumbleweed

first rotates an angle θ about the y-axis, then φ about the x-axis and finally ψ about

the z-axis, experiencing a singularity when φ equals π/2, 3π/2 or 5π/2.

A direction cosine matrix is needed to convert from the body reference frame to

the inertial reference frame and vice versa. In the 2-1-3 Euler rotation, to transform

a vector from the inertial reference frame to the body reference frame it must be
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pre-multiplied by the following matrix.

B[C]O=


cosψ cos θ + sinψ sinφ sin θ sinψ cosφ − sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ

− sinψ cos θ + cosψ sinφ sin θ cosψ cosφ sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ

cosφ sin θ − sinφ cosφ cos θ


(4.24)

In the 2-1-3 Euler rotation, to transform a vector from the body reference frame to

the inertial reference frame it must be pre-multiplied by the following matrix.

O[C]B=


cosψ cos θ + sinψ sinφ sin θ − sinψ cos θ + cosψ sinφ sin θ cosφ sin θ

sinψ cosφ cosψ cosφ − sinφ

− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ cosφ cos θ


(4.25)

The angular velocities about the x, y, and z axes are calculated using the following

three equations, where θ, φ, and ψ are the pitch, roll and yaw angles respectively.

ωx = cosφ sinψθ̇ + cosψφ̇ (4.26)

ωy = cosφ cosψθ̇ − sinψφ̇ (4.27)

ωz = − sinφθ̇ + ψ̇ (4.28)

Therefore, the angular momentum equation is expanded using the previous equations

as follows:

O~hB,sys = [mTOT (xCM/B îB + yCM/B ĵB + zCM/Bk̂B)

×(OvB/OxîB + OvB/Oy ĵB + OvB/Ozk̂B)]
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+ωx[(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS ]̂iB

+ωy[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS]ĵB

+ωz[(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS]k̂B (4.29)

yielding:

O~hB,sys = [mTOT (yCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]̂iB

[−mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oy − yCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]k̂B (4.30)

The previous equations are in the B-frame, therefore the Transport Theorem is applied

to obtain the derivative of the angular momentum with respect to the O-frame.

O d

dt
O~hB,sys = B d

dt
(O~hB,sys) + O~ωB × O~hB,sys (4.31)

where

B d

dt
(O~hB,sys)

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωx + ISω̇x + İSωx ]̂iB

+[mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωy + ISω̇y + İSωy]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)
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+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz + ISω̇z + İSωz]k̂B (4.32)

and

O~ωB × O~hB,sys

= (ωy[mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oy − yCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]− ωz[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
OvB/Oz)

+ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)])̂iB

−(ωx[mTOT (xCM/B
OvB/Oy − yCM/B

OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)IS)]− ωz[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
OvB/Oy)

+ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)])ĵB

+(ωx[mTOT (zCM/B
OvB/Ox − xCM/B

OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)]− ωy[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
OvB/Oy)

+ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)IS)])k̂B (4.33)

Therefore, the derivative of the angular momentum with respect to the O-frame is

represented by the following equation.

O d

dt
O~hB,sys

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωx + ISω̇x + İSωx + ωy[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy

−yCM/B
OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]

−ωz[mTOT (zCM/B
OvB/Ox − xCM/B

OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]]̂iB

+[mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)
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+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A +m3B ż

2
3B)ωy + ISω̇y + İSωy − (ωx[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy

−yCM/B
OvB/Ox) + ωz((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]

−ωz[mTOT (yCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz + ISω̇z + İSωz + (ωx[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox

−xCM/B
OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]

−ωy[mTOT (yCM/B
OvB/Oz − zCM/B

OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)

+(m3Az
2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])]k̂B (4.34)

The external torques acting on the body are related to the rate of change of the

angular momentum by the following:

~τB,sys = O d

dt
O~hB,sys + O~vB/O ×mTOT

O~vCM/O (4.35)

where

O~vB/O ×mTOT
OvCM/O = {OvB/OymTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)

−ωy(xB + xCM/B))]− OvB/OzmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy

−(ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]}̂iB

−{OvB/OxmTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)

−ωy(xB + xCM/B))]− OvB/OzmTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox

+(ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}ĵB

+{OvB/OxmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)

−ωz(xB + xCM/B))]− OvB/OymTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox
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+(ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}k̂B (4.36)

Substituting equations 4.34 and 4.36 into equation 4.35 produces the following equa-

tion:

~τB,sys

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωx+ISω̇x+İSωx+ωy[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)IS)]− ωz[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox

−xCM/B
OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]

+{OvB/OymTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]}]̂iB

+[mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωy+ISω̇y+İSωy−(ωx[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]− ωz[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz

−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

−{OvB/OxmTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]ĵB

+[mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A+m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz+ISω̇z+İSωz+(ωx[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox−xCM/B
OvB/Oz)

+ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]− ωy[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz

−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

+{OvB/OxmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]
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−OvB/OymTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]k̂B

(4.37)

During rolling, the Tumbleweed experiences either the slip or the no slip case. When

|Ffr| ≤ µs |FN | the Tumbleweed experiences no slipping. If |Ffr| > µs |FN | then the

Tumbleweed experiences slipping. The following equations are used to describe the

no slip case. From the system description it is apparent that:

~rB/O = ~rP/O − ~rP/B (4.38)

Since {−R~kO}B = B[C]O{−R~kO}O, then

~rP/B = −Rk̂O = −R[(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ)̂iB

+(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)ĵB + cosφ cos θk̂B] (4.39)

Also

O~vB/O = O~vP/O − O~vP/B (4.40)

Since O~vP/O = 0 for the no slip case and applying the Transport Theorem, equation

4.40 becomes:

O~vB/O = −O~vP/B

= O d

dt
(−~rP/B)

= −(B d

dt
~rP/B + O~ωB × ~rP/B) (4.41)

Additionally B d
dt
~rP/B = 0 since P and B are on the same body. Therefore,

O~vB/O = −O~ωB × ~rP/B

= −R[(−ωy cosφ cos θ + ωz(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ))̂iB
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+(ωx cosφ cos θ − ωz(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))ĵB

+(−ωx(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)

+ωy(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))k̂B] (4.42)

Separating the x, y and z components of equation 4.42 give the following equations

for the no slip case:

{
O~vB/O

}
x

= −R(−ωy cosφ cos θ + ωz(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)) (4.43)

{
O~vB/O

}
y

= −R(ωx cosφ cos θ − ωz(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ)) (4.44)

{
O~vB/O

}
z

= −R(−ωx(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ

+ωy(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ)) (4.45)

From elementary dynamics, the acceleration of the origin of the B-frame with respect

to the O-frame, assuming no slipping and the Tumbleweed is rolling on a flat surface

is:

O~aB/O = O d

dt
~vB/O = O d

dt
(−~vP/B)

= −(O~αB × ~rP/B) (4.46)

Therefore,

O~aB/O = −R[(−ω̇y cosφ cos θ + ω̇z(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ))̂iB

+(ω̇x cosφ cos θ − ω̇z(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))ĵB

+(−ω̇x(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)

+ω̇y(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))k̂B] (4.47)
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The acceleration can also be described by:

O~aB/O = O d

dt
(O~vB/O) = B d

dt
(O~vB/O) + O~ωB × O~vB/O

= (Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy )̂iB

+(Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox)ĵB

+(Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox)k̂B (4.48)

Setting equation 4.47 equal to equation 4.48 gives the following equations for the x,

y, and z components for the no slip case:

{
O~aB/O

}
x

= −R(−ω̇y cosφ cos θ + ω̇z(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ))

= Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy (4.49)

{
O~aB/O

}
y

= −R(ω̇x cosφ cos θ − ω̇z(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))

= Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox (4.50)

{
O~aB/O

}
z

= −R(−ω̇x(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)

+ω̇y(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))

= Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox (4.51)

For the no slip case, equations 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, 4.49, 4.50, 4.51, 4.88,

4.89, 4.90, 4.96, 4.97 and 4.98 are used to solve for xB, yB, zB,OvB/Ox,
OvB/Oy,

OvB/Oz,

ωx, ωy, ωz, φ, θ, ψ, fx, fy and fz. The reaction force acting at the point of contact of

the Tumbleweed and the ground is:

~FRe = fxîB + fy ĵB + fzk̂B = ~Ffr + ~FN (4.52)

The reaction force must be converted from the B-frame to the O-frame to check the
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no slip condition.

{
~FRe

}
O

= O[C]B
{
~FRe

}
B

(4.53)

Therefore, the x, y and z components of equation 4.53 are:

FOx = (cosψ cos θ + sinψ sinφ sin θ)fx + (− sinψ cos θ + cosψ sin θ sinφ)fy

+(cosφ sin θ)fz (4.54)

FOy = sinψ cosφfx + cosψ cosφfy − sinφ)fz (4.55)

FOz = (− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ)fx + (sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)fy

+ cosφ cos θfz (4.56)

Therefore,

~Ffr = FOxîO + FOy ĵO (4.57)

and

~FN = FOzk̂O (4.58)

Therefore, if |Ffr| ≤ µs |FN | the Tumbleweed is experiencing the no slip condition

and the above method was used appropriately. However, if |Ffr| > µs |FN | then the

Tumbleweed is experiencing slipping and the following method must be employed

instead. The following is the equation for the acceleration of the center of mass with

respect to the O-frame.

O~aCM/O = O~aB/O + O~aCM/B (4.59)
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Equation 4.59 can be expanded using the Transport Theorem as follows:

O~aCM/O = O~aB/O + B~aCM/B + 2O~ωB × B~vCM/B

+O~αB × ~rCM/B + O~ωB × [O~ωB × ~rCM/B] (4.60)

The following equations are the individual terms of the previous acceleration equation:

O~aB/O = O d

dt
(O~vB/O) = B d

dt
(O~vB/O) + O~ωB × O~vB/O

= (Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy )̂iB

+(Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox)ĵB

+(Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox)k̂B (4.61)

B~aCM/B = B d

dt
(B~vCM/B) = ẍCM/B îB + ÿCM/B ĵB + z̈CM/Bk̂B (4.62)

2O~ωB × B~vCM/B = (2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B )̂iB

−(2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)ĵB

+(2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B)k̂B (4.63)

O~αB × ~rCM/B = (ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B )̂iB − (ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)ĵB

+(ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B)k̂B (4.64)

O~ωB × [O~ωB × ~rCM/B] = [ωy(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)− ωz(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)]̂iB

−[ωx(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)− ωz(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]ĵB

+[ωx(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)− ωy(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]k̂B

(4.65)
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Substituting equations 4.61, 4.62, 4.64 and 4.65 into equation 4.60. The resulting

acceleration is given by the following equation:

O~aCM/O

= [Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy + ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B

+ω̇yzCM/B−ω̇zyCM/B+ωy(ωxyCM/B−ωyxCM/B)−ωz(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)]̂iB

+[Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox + ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)

−(ω̇xzCM/B−ω̇zxCM/B)−ωx(ωxyCM/B+ωyxCM/B)+ωz(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]ĵB

+[Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox + z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B)

+(ω̇xyCM/B−ω̇yxCM/B)+ωx(−ωxzCM/B+ωzxCM/B)−ωy(ωyzCM/B−ωzyCM/B)]k̂B

(4.66)

Next sum the forces in the z-direction.

∑
Fz = mTOT

O~aCM/O · k̂O = FN + Fwz (4.67)

For the slipping case O~aB/O·k̂O=0. Therefore, substituting equation 4.66 into equation

4.67 gives:

mTOT (B~aCM/B + 2O~ωB × B~vCM/B + O~αB × ~rCM/B + O~ωB × [O~ωB × ~rCM/B]) · k̂O

= FN + Fwz (4.68)

Substituting the individual terms into equation 4.68 and solving for FN gives

FN = mTOT (ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B + ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B

+ωy(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)− ωz(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B))

(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ)

+mTOT (ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)− (ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)
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−ωx(ωxyCM/B + ωyxCM/B) + ωz(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B))

(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)

+mTOT (z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B) + (ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B)

+ωx(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)− ωy(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)

(cosφ cos θ)− Fwz

(4.69)

When experiencing slipping the force of friction is as follows:

~Ffr = −µk

∣∣∣~FN

∣∣∣ O~vP/O∣∣∣O~vP/O

∣∣∣ (4.70)

Equation 4.40 can be rewritten as:

O~vP/O = O~vB/O + O~vP/B (4.71)

applying the Transport Theorem

O~vP/O = O~vB/O + O d

dt
~rP/B

= O~vB/O + B d

dt
~rP/B + O~ωB × ~rP/B

= O~vB/O + O~ωB × ~rP/B (4.72)

Therefore

O~vP/O = [OvB/Ox +R(−ωy cosφ cos θ + ωz(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ))]̂iB

+[OvB/Oy +R(ωx cosφ cos θ − ωz(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))]ĵB

+[OvB/Oz +R(−ωx(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)

+ωy(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ))]k̂B (4.73)
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The reaction force in the inertial reference frame can be calculated using the following

equations:

FOx = ~Ffr · îO (4.74)

FOy = ~Ffr · ĵO (4.75)

FOz = FN (4.76)

Therefore,

FOx = −µkFN(OvP/Ox(cosψ cos θ + sinψ sinφ sin θ)

+OvP/Oy(− sinψ cos θ + cosψ sinφ sin θ) + OvP/Oz(cosφ sin θ))

(4.77)

FOy = −µkFN(OvP/Ox(sinψ cosφ)

+OvP/Oy(cosψ cosφ) + OvP/Oz(− sinφ)) (4.78)

To convert the reaction force from the inertial reference frame to the body reference

frame the following equation is used:

{
~FRe

}
B

= B[C]O
{
~FRe

}
O

(4.79)

Therefore,


fx

fy

fz

 = B[C]O


FOx

FOy

FOz

 (4.80)
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The body reaction forces for the 2-1-3 slipping case in the x, y and z direction are as

follows:

fx = (cosψ cos θ + sinψ sinφ sin θ)FOx + (sinψ cosφ)FOy

+(− sin θ cosψ + sinψ sinφ cos θ)FOz (4.81)

fy = (− sinψ cos θ + cosψ sinφ sin θ)FOx + (cosψ cosφ)FOy

+(sinψ sin θ + cosψ sinφ cos θ)FOz (4.82)

fz = (cosφ sin θ)FOx + (− sinφ)FOy + (cosφ cos θ)FOz (4.83)

For the slip case, equations 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, 4.81, 4.82, 4.83, 4.88,

4.89, 4.90, 4.96, 4.97 and 4.98 are used to solve for xB, yB, zB,OvB/Ox,
OvB/Oy,

OvB/Oz,

ωx, ωy, ωz, φ, θ, ψ, fx, fy and fz. The torque components experienced in the inertial

reference frame are given by the following equation.

{~τ}B = {~τf}B + {~τg}B + {~τw}B (4.84)

The torque due to friction, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~τf}B = τf xîB + τf y ĵB + τf zk̂B (4.85)

The torque due to gravity, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~τg}B = τgxîB + τgy ĵB + τgzk̂B (4.86)

The torque due to the wind, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~τw}B = τwxîB + τwy ĵB + τwzk̂B (4.87)
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where τwx, τwy and τwz can be calculated from elementary fluid dynamics for a given

wind velocity profile. The x, y and z components of the external torques acting on

the body are expressed as follows:

{~τB,sys}x

= [mTOT (yCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz + ẏCM/B

OvB/Oz − zCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy − żCM/B

OvB/Oy)

+(m2Ay
2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇x + (m2Aẏ

2
2A +m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωx + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇x

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωx+ISω̇x+İSωx+ωy[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)IS)]− ωz[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox

−xCM/B
OvB/Oz) + ωy((m1Ax

2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]

+{OvB/OymTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]}]

= τf x + τgx + τwx (4.88)

{~τB,sys}y

= [mTOT (zCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox + żCM/B

OvB/Ox − xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oz − ẋCM/B

OvB/Oz)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇y + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωy + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B)ω̇y

+(m3Aż
2
3A+m3B ż

2
3B)ωy+ISω̇y+İSωy−(ωx[mTOT (xCM/B

OvB/Oy−yCM/B
OvB/Ox)

+ωz((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + IS)]− ωz[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz

−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

−{OvB/OxmTOT [żCM/B + OvB/Oz + (ωx(yB + yCM/B)− ωy(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OzmTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]

= τf y + τgy + τwy (4.89)

{~τB,sys}z
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= [mTOT (xCM/B
Ov̇B/Oy + ẋCM/B

OvB/Oy − yCM/B
Ov̇B/Ox − ẏCM/B

OvB/Ox)

+(m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B)ω̇z + (m1Aẋ

2
1A +m1Bẋ

2
1B)ωz + (m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B)ω̇z

+(m2Aẏ
2
2A+m2B ẏ

2
2B)ωz+ISω̇z+İSωz+(ωx[mTOT (zCM/B

OvB/Ox−xCM/B
OvB/Oz)

+ωy((m1Ax
2
1A +m1Bx

2
1B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)]− ωy[mTOT (yCM/B

OvB/Oz

−zCM/B
OvB/Oy) + ωx((m2Ay

2
2A +m2By

2
2B) + (m3Az

2
3A +m3Bz

2
3B) + IS)])

+{OvB/OxmTOT [ẏCM/B + OvB/Oy − (ωx(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(xB + xCM/B))]

−OvB/OymTOT [ẋCM/B + OvB/Ox + (ωy(zB + zCM/B)− ωz(yB + yCM/B))]}]

= τf z + τgz + τwz (4.90)

Next the force is calculated using the following equation:

∑
~F

= mTOT
O~aCM/O

= mTOT [Ov̇B/Ox + ωy
OvB/Oz − ωz

OvB/Oy + ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B − 2ωzẏCM/B

+ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B + ωy(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)

−ωz(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)]̂iB

+[Ov̇B/Oy − ωx
OvB/Oz + ωz

OvB/Ox + ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B − 2ωzẋCM/B)

−(ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)− ωx(ωxyCM/B + ωyxCM/B)

+ωz(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]ĵB

+[Ov̇B/Oz + ωx
OvB/Oy − ωy

OvB/Ox + z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B − 2ωyẋCM/B)

+(ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B) + ωx(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)

−ωy(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]k̂B

(4.91)

The force components experienced in the inertial reference frame are given by the
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following equation.

∑ ~F = ~Fw + ~FRe + ~W (4.92)

The force due to the wind, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~Fw}B = FwxîB + Fwy ĵB + Fwzk̂B (4.93)

where Fwx, Fwy and Fwz can be calculated from elementary fluid dynamics for a given

wind velocity profile. The reaction force, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{~FRe}B = fxîB + fy ĵB + fzk̂B (4.94)

The gravitational force, expressed in the body frame is as follows:

{ ~W}B = WxîB +Wy ĵB +Wzk̂B (4.95)

The following equations express the x, y and z components of the forces acting on

the system.

{∑ ~F
}

x
= mTOT [Ov̇B/Ox + ωy

OvB/Oz − ωz
OvB/Oy + ẍCM/B + 2ωyżCM/B

−2ωzẏCM/B + ω̇yzCM/B − ω̇zyCM/B + ωy(ωxyCM/B − ωyxCM/B)

−ωz(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)]

= Fwx + fx +Wx (4.96)

{∑ ~F
}

y
= mTOT [Ov̇B/Oy − ωx

OvB/Oz + ωz
OvB/Ox + ÿCM/B − (2ωxżCM/B

−2ωzẋCM/B)− (ω̇xzCM/B − ω̇zxCM/B)− ωx(ωxyCM/B + ωyxCM/B)

+ωz(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]

= Fwy + fy +Wy (4.97)
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{∑ ~F
}

z
= mTOT [Ov̇B/Oz + ωx

OvB/Oy − ωy
OvB/Ox + z̈CM/B + (2ωxẏCM/B

−2ωyẋCM/B) + (ω̇xyCM/B − ω̇yxCM/B) + ωx(−ωxzCM/B + ωzxCM/B)

−ωy(ωyzCM/B − ωzyCM/B)]

= Fwz + fz +Wz (4.98)


